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This paper presents the different steps for an auto-
matic fluorescence-labelled cell classification method.
First a data features study is discussed in order to de-
scribe cell texture by means of morphological and sta-
tistical texture descriptors. Then, results on supervised
classification using logistic regression, random forest
and neural networks, for both morphological and sta-
tistical descriptors, is presented. We propose a final
consolidated classifier based on a weighted probabil-
ity for each class, where the weights are given by the
empirical classification performances. The method is
evaluated on ICPR’12 HEp-2 dataset contest.
1. Introduction
Current technologies of parallel cells growing in
multi-well plates (or in other supports as cell on
chip) and fluorescent labeling of proteins of inter-
est (immuno-fluorescence with antibodies, GFP-tagged
proteins), together with image capture by automated
microscopy and subsequent cell image analysis. This
is of interest for the discovery of new cellular bio-
logy mechanisms (i.e., using siRNA), new pharmaceuti-
cals (i.e., mass screening of potential active molecules)
or for the development of new tests for diagnos-
tic/prognostic, for toxicology tests (i.e., evaluation of
different compounds at different concentrations). The
larger number of cells acquired, the sounder analysis is
obtained. Currently, most of this processing is manual,
being time consuming and involving variability of re-
sults according to the expert (inter-observer variability).
To achieve a robust high throughput system which will
be able to automatically analyze thousands of cell im-
ages without needing a manual interaction, and in par-
ticular supervised cell classification is one the key point
for such systems [10]. Cell classification is a classical
task in pattern recognition [4, 11].
This paper presents a method to classify automati-
cally cells with an excellent accuracy. The approach is
based on using two different families of descriptors and
three different classifiers. That involves a consolidation
of the description/classification which notably improve
the results. The cell dataset considered to illustrate our
approach was acquired by indirect immunofluorescence
(IIF) and provided by the ICPR 2012HEp-2 Cells Clas-
sification contest1. It contains 1457 cells divided into 6
classes:
• Centromere (388), several discrete speckles (40-
60) distributed throughout the interphase nuclei
and characteristically found in the condensed nu-
clear chromatin during mitosis as a bar of closely
associated speckles.
• Coarse (239) or fine (225) speckled, granular nu-
clear staining of the interphase cell nuclei.
• Cytoplasmic (128), fine fluorescent fibers running
the length of the cell.
• Homogeneous (345), diffuse staining of the inter-
phase nuclei and staining of the chromatin of mi-
totic cells.
• Nucleolar (257), large coarse speckled staining
within the nucleus, less than six in number per cell.
The first step towards classification is an appropri-
ate feature extraction. Section 2 presents the two fami-
lies of extracted features to describe cell patterns, based
on statistical matrices (2.2) and pattern spectrum (2.3).
Next, Section 3 discusses the classification strategy
based on three supervised algorithms. Results on ICPR





Figure 1. Examples of typical cells for each ca-
tegory: (a) centromeres, (b) coarse speckle, (c)
cytoplasmic, (d) fine speckle, (e) homogeneous
and (f) nucleolar.
2. Cell Feature Extraction
Let f(x) : E → T be a gray-level image, where
E ⊂ Z2 is the space pixels x ∈ E and the image
intensities are discrete values which range in a closed
set T = {t1, t2, ..., tN}, ∆t = ti+1 − ti, e.g., for a
8 bits image we have t1 = 1, N = 256 and ∆t = 1.
Let us assume also that image f is segmented into its
J flat zones (i.e., connected regions of constant value):
E = ∪Jj=1Rj [f ], ∩
J
j=1Rj [f ] = ∅. The size (surface
area) of each region is s(j) = |Rj [f ]|. Hence, we
consider that each zone Rj [f ] has associated a constant
gray-level intensity g(j).
On the other hand, mathematical morphology op-
erators for gray level images [1] can be applied on
image f . In particular, opening defined by the com-
bination of an erosion followed by a dilation, i.e.,
γB(f) = δB (εB(f)), and the dual closing, i.e.,
ϕB(f) = εB (δB(f)), are operators which extract re-
spectively bright and dark image structures according
to the shape/size of the structuring element B.
2.1. Cell morphology variability
When we observe cells in figure 1, it appears clearly
that differences between cell classes are mainly based
on the presence and distribution (numbers, sizes and in-
tensity) of bright/dark structures such as centromeres,
speckles and nucleolus: numbers, sizes (areas) and col-
ors. Homogeneous cells do not contain such structures,
coarse and fine classes have dark speckles of various
sizes, centromeres are brighter than speckles, etc. Even
cytoplasm texture is rough with strong intensity varia-
tion. In conclusion, it seems natural to use characteri-
zation methods that provide an analysis of texture and
more specifically methods able to deal with bright/dark
speckle-like structure description.
2.2. Gray level size zone matrix (GLSZM)
The GLSZM matrix [13, 14] is the starting point of
Thibault’s matrices. The GLSZM of a texture image f ,
denoted GSf (sn, gm), provides a statistical represen-
tation by the estimation of a bivariate conditional pro-
bability density function of the image distribution va-
lues. It is calculated according to the pioneering Run
Length Matrix principle [6]: the value of the matrix
GSf (sn, gm) is equal to the number of zones of size
sn and of gray level gm. The resulting matrix has a
fixed number of lines equal to N (the number of gray
levels) and a dynamic number of columns (determined
by the size of the largest zone as well as the size quanti-
zation). The more homogeneous the texture, the wider
and flatter the matrix. More precisely, we can calculate
all the second-order moments of GSf (sn, gm) as com-
pact texture features [5]. Figure 2 shows an example of






















Figure 2. Example of the GLSZM filling for an
image texture of size 4× 4 with 4 gray levels.
GLSZM does not require calculations in several
directions, contrary to Run Length Matrix (RLM) [6]
and Co-occurrences Matrix (COM) [7]. RLM and
COM are appropriate for periodic textures whereas the
GLSZM is typically adapted to describe heterogeneous
non periodic textures. In addition, due to the intrinsic
segmentation, texture description in GLSZM is more
regional than the point-wise-based representation
of COM. However, it has been empirically proved
that the degree of gray level quantization still has
an important impact on the texture classification
performance. For a general application it is usually
required to test several gray level quantization in order
to find the optimal one with respect to a training dataset.
GLSZM is particularly well adapted to the analy-
sis and characterization of cell texture associated to
speckle-like structures: it is wide and non null values
are concentrated around an intensity value for homo-
geneous cells; wide with non null dark values due to a
large zone for cytoplasm; and so on for the other classes.
2.3. Pattern spectrum (PS)
A granulometry (resp. anti-granulometry) is the
study of the size distribution of the objects of an im-
age [8, 12]. Formally, for the discrete case, a granulom-
etry (resp. anti-granulometry) is a family of openings
Γ = (γn)n≥0 (resp. closings Φ = (ϕn)n≥0) that de-
pends on a positive parameter n, which expresses a size
factor for a fixed structuring element B. The granulo-
metric analysis of an image f with respect to Γ consists
in evaluating each opening of size n with a measure-
ment:
∫
γn(f). The granulometric curve, or pattern
spectrum PS(f, n) [8] of f with respect to Γ and Φ,







γn+1(f), for n ≥ 0∫
ϕ|n|(f)−
∫
ϕ|n|−1(f), for n ≤ −1
The value of pattern spectrum for each size n cor-
responds to a measurement of structures of size n and is
a probability density function (i.e. a histogram): a peak
or mode in PS at a given scale n indicates the presence
of many image structures of this scale or size.
Granulometric size distributions can be used as descrip-
tors for texture classification [1]. We use both granu-
lometry and anti-granulometry to characterize speackle-
like bright and dark cell structures, and the shape of B
is a discrete disk.
3. Cell classification
There are several alternatives to deal with this sce-
nario of 6 classes. Naturally, we can consider to classify
cells according to an approach “one against all” classi-
fier: each class has to be modeled in the feature space;
however due to the number of classes, the boundaries
between them are not easily separated. Therefore, we
decided to work on an approach “one class classifier”:
for a given class C, all individuals which do not belong
to C are regrouped together under the same label in or-
der to reduce the problem to 2 classes (or binary classi-
fication problem). In such a case, the resulting working
set is imbalanced. To solve this issue, we considered
an over-sampling method [15]: elements of the minor-
ity class are duplicated until the creation of balanced
classes. The global process (imbalance, over-sampling,
classifier learning) is then realized for each class.
We used three different classifiers based on well-known
supervised classification techniques:
• Logistic Regression [2] (RL) is a linear regression
function particularly well adapted to binary clas-
sification problems, and usually preferred to more
complex methods in order to avoid root learning.
• Random Forest [3] (RF) is one of the last ad-
vanced techniques in the aggregation of classifi-
cation trees, and one of the most powerful in the
current state-of-the-art.
• Neural network [9] (NN) is non-linear technique
where learning consist in minimizing the cost asso-
ciated to the average squared error using gradient
descent (back-propagation on multilayer percep-
trons).
These three classifiers are used with both characteri-
zation techniques. Hence, for each class, we dispose of
six probabilities of classification. In order to introduce
a consolidated classification result, the final probability
is computed by a weighted average of the six, where the
weights are given by the empirical classification perfor-
mances presented in Tables 1 and 2.
4. Results
Tables 1 and 2 present the results of classification for
both characterization techniques previously described
and the considered three classifiers. For GLSZM, the
number of image gray-level is reduced to 32 (empir-
ically estimated) and for PS, sizes of structuring ele-
ments are from 1 to 13 with step of size 2, in order to
describe from small to large cell structures such as cen-
tromeres and speckles.
Considered separately, both GLSZM and PS pro-
vides a prediction upper than 90% (except for GLSZM
on “Centromere” class, see figure 3) for logistic regres-
sion and almost perfect accuracy for random forest and
neural network. For the remaining mistakes (mainly
between classes “fine-speackle” and “homogeneous”),
a study reveals that they are different according to the
Classes LR RF NN
Centromere 81.97 97.86 93.28
Coarse speckles 98.2 99.59 98.72
Cytoplasmic 99.1 100 99.43
Fine speckles 97.56 98.48 94.47
Homogeneous 97.81 98.42 96.78
Nucleolar 93.46 99.53 96.92
Table 1. Classification results with GLSZM (sta-
tistical descriptor).
Classes LR RF NN
Centromere 92.69 99.51 97.62
Coarse speckles 91.91 99.51 98.55
Cytoplasmic 97.06 100 99.51
Fine speckles 90.75 99.36 97.41
Homogeneous 93.61 99.04 94.61
Nucleolar 92.08 98.95 97.18
Table 2. Classification results with PS (morpho-
logical descriptor).
characterization techniques and classifiers. There, our
classification strategy of final weighted average proba-
bility is systematically right, and then the perfect result
of 100% of prediction is reached for the 6 classes.
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Examples of misclassified cells with
only logistic regression: homogeneous cells clas-
sified as fine speckle due to the presence of dark
speackles.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents an application of statistical size
zone matrix and morphological pattern spectrum to the
automatic classification of cells. These methods pro-
vides powerful features who are then combined to three
classifiers in order to provide an efficient classification
of cells.
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